Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within AWARAN district, BALOCHISTAN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Settlement</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Health</th>
<th>Boundaries</th>
<th>Population per km²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capital</td>
<td>School</td>
<td>Clinic</td>
<td>International</td>
<td>78,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City</td>
<td>College</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>Disputed</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Town</td>
<td>University</td>
<td></td>
<td>Province</td>
<td>Max flood extent 01 - 29 August 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Village</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Districts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamlet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tehsil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data Sources
Pakistan Census Office, Open Street Map, GADM, Worldpop, UNOSAT
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within CHAGAI district, BALOCHISTAN.
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within DERA BUGTI district, BALOCHISTAN.
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within DUKI district, BALOCHISTAN.
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within GWADAR district, BALOCHISTAN, Pakistan.
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within JAFFARABAD district, BALOCHISTAN.
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within JHAL MAGSI district, BALOCHISTAN
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within KACHHI district, BALOCHISTAN
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within KALAT district, BALOCHISTAN Pakistan: Floods
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within KECH district, BALOCHISTAN.
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within KHARAN district, BALOCHISTAN.

Data Sources
Pakistan Census Office, Open Street Map, GADM, Worldpop, UNOSAT
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Scan for latest maps.

Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within KHARAN district, BALOCHISTAN.
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within KHUZDAR district, BALOCHISTAN

Data Sources
Pakistan Census Office, Open Street Map, GADM, Worldpop, UNOSAT
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Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within KILLA ABDULLAH district, BALOCHISTAN
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within KILLA SAIFULLAH district, BALOCHISTAN
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within KOHLU district, BALOCHISTAN

Data Sources
Pakistan Census Office, Open Street Map, GADM, Worldpop, UNOSAT
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within LASBELA district, BALOCHISTAN Pakistan: Floods
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within LEHRI district, BALOCHISTAN
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within LORALAI district, BALOCHISTAN
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within MASTUNG district, BALOCHISTAN Pakistan: Floods
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within NASIRABAD district, BALOCHISTAN, Pakistan: Floods
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within NUSHKI district, BALOCHISTAN

Data Sources
Pakistan Census Office, Open Street Map, GADM, Worldpop, UNOSAT
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within PANJGUR district, BALOCHISTAN Pakistan: Floods
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within PISHIN district, BALOCHISTAN.
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within QUETTA district, BALOCHISTAN
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within SHAHEED SIKANDARABAD district, BALOCHISTAN Pakistan: Floods
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within SHERANI district, BALOCHISTAN.
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within SIBI district, BALOCHISTAN.
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within SOHBATPUR district, BALOCHISTAN.
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within WASHUK district, BALOCHISTAN
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within ZHOB district, BALOCHISTAN
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Data Sources
Pakistan Census Office, Open Street Map, GADM, Worldpop, UNOSAT

Scan for latest maps